
ARCS2 from AIRGATE is the second generation 
communication solution for Universal Robots. 
ARCS2 solution makes it even easier to get in touch 
with your Universal Robots and now for FREE!
• get remote access to any robot via VNC to 

troubleshoot, program or even control your Universal 
Robots, or your customers Universal Robots. 

• get e-mail notifications if any robot stops 
unexpectedly.

ARCS2 is a software-only solution for easy down-
load on airgate.dk and for installation directly into 
the teach pendant of the Universal Robots. ARCS2 
comes in two versions:
• a remote access version for local LAN communication 

(FREE version).
• a remote access version for global communication via 

a Secomea integrated software gateway. 

Both versions comes with an updated and more 
user friendly URCap GUI for all Universal Robots 
CB-series and E-series.

ARCS2

Remote Access to 
Universal Robots



For more information please don’t hesitate to 
contact Søren Lund, CEO at AIRGATE, by 
e-mail sl@airgate.dk or by mobile + 45 6191 7111.

At AIRGATE we make Robotics software solutions. 
AIRGATE is a certified Universal Robots developer 
offering the ARCS solutions to Universal Robots 
distributors/Integrators and end-customers. ARCS 
is a hardware communication solution. ARCS2 is a 
software-only communication solution. Both ARCS 
versions use very secure communication gateways 
from Secomea. 

At AIRGATE we make URCaps, which are software 
applications for easy integration of end-effectors 
and accessories into Universal Robots for indus-
trial solution partners. AIRGATE develop URCaps 
for both Universal Robots CB-series and E-series. 
URCaps is a necessity to be part of the UR+ pres-
ence and is a strong tool for supporting sales to any 
industrial customer. 

1. User friendly and intuitive graphical 
user interface 

2. Software-only solution 

3. Easy to download and install 

4. Free local LAN remote access version

5. Global remote access version with 
Secomea gateway

6. E-mail notification if robot stops 
unexpectedly

7. Integration possible with AIRGATE 
IoT platform for robot data monitoring 

UNIQUE BENEFITS WITH
AIRGATE ROBOT COMMUNICATION 
SOLUTION - ARCS2
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